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A L* denote the set of integers n such that there exists an idempor ?nt Latin square of order 
II with all of its conjugates distinct and pairwise orthogonal. It is known that L* contains all 
~ufhciently large integers. That is, there is a smallest integer no such that L* contains all 
integers greater than ue. However, no upper bound for no h?, been given and the term 
“sutikiently large” is unspecified. Tl. main purpose of this p7 ,xr is to establish a concrete 
upper bound for n,. In particuk it is showi that L* contain all integers n > 5594, with the 
possible exception 01 n = 6810. 
A Latin square of order n is an n X n matrix array (%j) defined on the elements 
of an Pt-set,sayJ={l,2 ,..., pl}, such that in each row and in each column every 
element occurs exactly once. Two Latin squares (qj) and (lbi,-) are orthogonal if for 
each (s, t) E J x .I there exists a unique ordered pair (i, i) such that Gj = s and 
bij = t. A set of mutually orthogonal Lutin squares (MOLS) is a set of Latin squares 
such that any two of them are orthogonal. A Latin square (a,,) is se&o&ogonal if 
it is orthogonal to its transpose (bij) given by bij = aji. A Latin square is idempotent 
if qi = i for all i. 
A quasigroup is an ordered pair (Q, @) when Q is a set and 8 is a binary 
operation on Q such that the equations a @x =z b and y @ a = b are uniquely 
solvable for every pair of elements a, b in Q. If (Q, @) is a quasigroup, we may 
define on the set Q six binary operations @(l, 2,3), @(l, 3,2), @(2,1,3), 
@(2,3, l), @(3,1,2) and Qp(3,2,1) as follows: a@ h = c if and only if 
aQD(1,2,3)b = c, a@(l, 3,2)c = b, b@(2,1,3)a = c, 
b@(2,3,l)c = a, c@(3,1,2)a = b, c@(3,2, l)rF, = a. 
The six (not necessarily distinct) quasigroups (Q, @(i, j, k)) are called the 
conjugates of (Q, @) (see Stein [151). In w’llat follows everything is assumed to) be 
finite. We can then think of 3 Latin square as the multiplication table of a 
quasigroup with the headline and sideline removed. If the multiplication table: of 
the quasigroup (Q, 8) defines a Latin square L, then the six Latin squares defined 
by the multiplication tables of its conjugates (Q, @(i, j, k)) are cakd the conju 
gates of L. It is known that the number of distinct conjugates of a Latin square L 
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is always 1, +, 3 3 or 6. The reader is referred to D&es and Keedwell [6] for 
in’orrnation on Latin squares and their excellent bibliography. 
Orthogonality relations between the conjugates of Latin squares have been 
studied by Brayton et al. [2], Phelps [13] and Lindner et al. [la]. Noting that a 
Latin square is seif-oi II~~~~~~.~. _ 4i--- l if it is orthogonal to its (2, 1,3)-conjugate, Bravton 
et al. [2] have shown that Latin squares orthogonal to their (2, 1,3)-conjugates 
exist for all orders n # 2,3 or 6. In [13] Phelps has obtained a sinniar rcsu!! for 
orthogonality between the other pairs of conjugates of a Lati.n square, with the 
possible exceptions of n = 14 and 2c5. However, for a given order some of thle 
conjugate orthogonalities were obtamed by using different Latin squares. Merle 
recently, Lindner et al. [lo] have investigated the spectrum of Latin squares whiclti 
have all six conjugates distinct and pailwise orthogonal. It has been shown in [IO] 
that, for all prime powers q 2 8. there exists an idempotent Latin square of order 
q such that all of its conjugates ar: Jist;,;ct and pairwi<e orthogonal. Moreover, it 
is pointed out that, by using results of Wilson (17, 18-I such an idempotent Latin 
square of order n exists for all sufficiently large integers 11. In other words, if we 
denote by L* the set of all integers n such th-t dr there exists an idempotent Latin 
squart: of order n with all of its conjugates distinct and pkwise orthogonal, then 
there is a smallest integer n,, such that i* conGns all integers greater than n,,. At 
present, no upper bound for no is knowr, and the term “sufficiently large” is 
llncn .Gfi~rl __ .. t’“bla.u,“-L. Tlne main purpose of this paper is to establish a concrete upper bound 
for n!:. In particular, it is shown that L* contains all integers n > 5594, with the 
possible exception of rz = 6810. 
2. elhnintil?s 
In orcler to establish the main results of this paper we shall use a technique 
similar to that employed by Phelps in [ 131. We make extensive use of pairwise 
balanced designs (PBD) and rely on the existence of sets of 7 mutually orthogonal 
Latin squares (MOLS). For information on PBD’s the reader may refer to 
[9, 17, 181 and results on the existence of sets of 7 MOLS can be found in 
[4,S, 11, 16, 19,201. For convenience we give some definitions and state some of 
the more fundamental results which will be used later. 
Let K be a set of positive integers. A ptxiwise balanced desig/l 
ex unity B(K, 1; u) is a pair (X, W), where X is a u-set (of poi~lts) and 
E? is a collection of subsets of X (called h/.:&s) with sizes in ,?C such that every 
pair of distinct points of X is contained in exactly one block of .B. The number 1x1 
is called the order of the PBD. 
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(GDD) GD(K, 1, M; v) IS a triple (X, G, B), where 
(i) X is a v-set (of points), 
(ii) G is a collection of non-empty subsets of X (called groups) with sixes in 34 
and which partition X, 
(iii) B is a collection of subsets of X (called blocks), each with size at least two 
in K, 
(iv) no block meets a group in more than one point, and 
(v) each pairset {x, y) of points not contained in a group is contained in exactly 
one bid. 
It is worth mentioning th,, + if all groups g E G have size lg] 22, then a GDD 
(X, G, B) is a PBD (X, G 1J B) in which a dktion of blocks which partition X 
has been distinguished. We shall write Elk, 1; u) for Bilk), 1; v) and similarly, 
GD(k, 1,~; U) for GD({k), 1, (m}; v). We observe that a PBD B(k, 1; z) is essen- 
tially a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) with parameters V, k and .4 = 1. 
We shall denote by B(K) the set of all integers u for which there is a 
PBD B(K, 1; 2:). 
e&&ion 2.3. A transversal design T(k, 1; m) is a group divisible design 
GD( k, 1,122 ; km) where each block is a transversal of the collection of groups. 
Let (X, B) be a PBD B(k, 1; v). A parallel class in (X, B) is a 
collection of disjoint blocks of B, the union of which equals X. (X, B) is called 
resolvable if the biocks of B can be partitioned into parallel classes. A 
GDD GD( K, I, M; o) is resolvable if its associated PBD B(K U M, 1; u) is resolv- 
able with A4 as a parallel class of the resolution. 
It is known [9] that the existence of a resolvable transversal design RT( k, I; nz) 
is equivalent to the existence of a transversal design ‘I’( k + 1, I ; m). It is also fairly 
well-known (see [7]) that *he existence of a T(k, 1; m) is equivalent to the 
existence of a set of k - 2 MOLS of order m. This relation between transversal 
designs and sets of MOLS will be of great importance in most of our construc- 
tions. The following two fundamental results can be found in [9]. 
.5. For every prime power q there exists a T(q + 1, 1; q). 
Let m = pyy@ l e l ppr be the factorization of m intc powers of 
distinct primes pi, then a T( k, 1; m) exists, where k = 1 + min pgl. 
.I For every integer m 2 231, there exists a 
The relation between BTBD’s and finite planes will be of importance in some of 
our constructions of PBD’s (see, e.g., [S]). We note that a BIB 13(4+ 1, 1; q*+ 
4 + 1) is a finite projective plane PG(2,4). f we delete from PG(2, q) any block 
and its q + 1 points we obtam a BIBD B(4, 1: 4*) which is a iinite Euclidean plane 
EG(2. q). It is known that PG(2: 4’j and EG(2,4) exist whenever q is a prime 
power. The elements of finite planes are usually called point 3 and; their blocks are 
called lines and the point: ?f EG(2,$ can be ?rranrred in a q x q square array so _ 
that the rows form one parallel class and the columns another parallel class. 
We need some notation. Throughout the paper, L* &notes the set of a!1 
integers IS such that there is an idempotent Latin square of crder n with all of its 
conjugates distinct and pair-wise orthogonal. We shall fol‘ow the notation of 
Brouwer [3]: if kg K, then B(KU(k*), 1; u) denotes a PBD B(KU(k}, 1: u) 
which contains a unique block cf size k and if k E K, then ItI(K u{k*), 1; II) is a 
PBD B(K, 1: u) containing at aeast one block of size k. Fm convenience, we 
define B(k,,k*,..., k,) to be the set of all integers t‘ such that there i$ a 
PBD B({k,, k2,. . . , k,}, I; u). It is important to note that if o ‘5 B(K) and K’ C_ 
B(K), then it follows that u E B(K). 
3. HiPmdamentaI lemmas 
Some of the techniques used in the constructions presented below are fairly 
wel!-known. In particular, the method of using PBD’s is attributed to Bose et al. 
[ 11. The observation that PBD’s can be used to combine idempotent Catin squares 
to form a larger idempotent Latin square is of great importance in our investiga- 
tion. The fcllowing lemma, which is essentially contained in [IO, 131, will form the 
basis for our constructions in the next section. 
a 3.1. If ther,e exists a PBD B(K, 1; v) and for eaich k E K we have k E L*. 
then c E L”;. 
Using the direct product construction, we also have 
ma 3.2. 1Tf HZ e L* and n E L*, then nzn E L? 
We may runcate a given transversal design T(k -+- !t, 1; m) t3 obtain specific 
.k SDJ’s (sez :9]). 
8 .3. If a T(k + 1, 1; m) exists and 0s tsi m, then km r t f 
S( k, k -+ 1, m t). IH particular, if nz is a prime powder tlte conclusion holds when 
01 2 k. 
. We may delete m - t points from a particular group of the T( k -t 1,l; nj) 
to obtclin a ((k, k + 1, rn, t}, 1; km + t). 
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If a T&+1, l;m) exists and O~<rn, then km+t+l~ 
B( k, k + 1, m’+ 1, F + 1). In particular, the concEusion holds for a prime power m 2 k. 
roof. We delete tu - t point:, from one particular group of the Tt(k + 1, 1; m) to 
obtain a GD({k, k + l}, 1, {m, t}; km + t). We then adjoin a fixed additional point 
to each group of the GDD and the result follows. 
km + u + v E B(k, k + 1, k +2, m, u:, v). 
roof. If m is a prime power, then there exists a T( m + 1, 1; m) by Theorem 2.5. 
If in the T(m + 1, 1: .r;l? 1 we delete m - k. - 1 groups and further delete m - u 
points from one and m - v points from another of the remaining groups, then we 
reachly obtain the desired result. 
Lemma 3.6. If IN is a prime power and 1s k G m, then for 0 =G t =Z m - k, 
km + t E B(k, k + 1, (k + t)“, m). 
oaf. Let us denote the rows of EG(2, m) by ri, i = 1,2, s . . , m, the columns by 
c,, i := 1,2, . . . i VI and by a,i the intersection point of ri and Cj. If in EG(2, m) we 
delete the columns cl, c2, . . . , c,,& but leave ? of the points al,, al2,. . . , al,,,+, 
then the result follows easily. 
The follovving two lemmas are essentially generaiizations of Lemma 3.4 and the 
technique of adding a set of fixed points to a GDD can be found in [3, 12, 17). 
ma 3.7. Suppose a T(k + 1, 1; m) exists, 0s u s m, and (k, k + 1)~ B(K). _lf 
there, exist L PBD B(K u(u*}, 1; m+u), CI PBDB(KU{u*), l.;u+u) and a 
B323 B(K, 1; m + v), then km + u + v E B(K U((m + v)*}). 
d. Let (X, G, B) be the GDI{k, k -P l), 1, { mt u); km + u) obtained by deleting 
m - u points from a particular group of the T(k + II, 1; nz). Let g,, g,, . . . , gk be 
the ir( groups of size m and 11 be the grouq of size u in this GDD. Let S be a set of 
u fixed points disjoint from X. tiJc. shall construct on the set X U S a 
PBD B(K U{(rn + v)*\, 1; km + u + v) as follows: 
(1) take the blocks of B, ---+_ 
(2) replace the group ir by a (KlJ{v*}, 1; u 3-v) on the s&SUh which 
wh’i 
lace each group gi by a ‘U{u*}, 1; m + v) on 
the set S U l<i 
3i; I- 2‘. 
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It is raaily checked that this construction gives us the desired PBD and the 
lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.8. Sup?bose a T( k -t 1, 1; 122) exists, 0 S u 6 m, arzd {k, k + l> E B(K). If 
there exists a PBDB(K lJ(u*}, 1; nz + a), Ohen 
km + u + v E B(K u{(u + II)“}). 
roof. Let (X, G, B) be the GD({k, Cc + l}, 1, { m, z.1); km + u) o’btained by delet- 
ing r22 - u points from a particular group of the T(k + 1, I; m). Let g,, g2, . . . , gk 
be the k groups of size m and h be the group of size u in this GDD. Let 5 be a 
set OS ti fixea points disjoint from X. We construct a PBD B( K U 
{(u + v)*}, 1; km -t- u +v) on the set XUS as follows: 
( 1) take the blocks of a, 
(2) for i = 1,2, . . , k, replace eat L “-I group jli by a S(KU{v*}, 1; I?I+O) C~II the 
M S 1J g l.+ich has S as a biolck, and 
(3) replace the group h and the block S by a single block S U h of size u + v. 
This construction gives us the desired PBD and thp result follows. 
The following lemma is contained in [19, L,emma 2.21. 
emma 3.9. For uny of tdte folIowing sequences of odd hfegers 
l(a) m, m + 2, rn +4, m -16, m -t 8, 
(b) VI, in +4, m .t 3, HI + 8, na -L 10, 
i(c) VI, vz + 6, in + 8, m + 14, 112 -t 18, m + 20, 
Cd) m, m + 4,112 + 6, m + 1” in + 16, nl+22, 
at least one integer is relatively prime’ to 2 101= 2 + 3 = 5 - 7. 
xiislence theorems 
In mo$t of what follows. we shall construct PBD’s which satisfy the hypothesis 
of Lemma 3.1 in orcier to obtain the main results. We need the following basic 
re:;ult which can be found in [lo]. 
For every prime power q 2 8, q E L? 
rorn Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 3.2 follow!; immediately 
. Let fl x p;‘~pTz . . . p:‘r be the factoriraiio!2 of ii irzfo powers of distinct 
prirlzes pi, where p:‘lG= 6, then n E L*. 
In the proof of the following theorem we adapt a method of construction used 
by Wojtas in [ 19, Theorem 2.61 where it is shown that Nbt) > 7 for n ~4922. 
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e L,et E=(!5, 21. 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 55, 63, 69, 75, 77, 85, 87, 93, 
95, 111, 119, 123, 159, 175, 4 83, 291, -1.95, 303, 335). Then n EL* for all odd 
integers II 2 9, yi. ji! E. 
froof. Let n = 8tur + t, where: m is dlt c:ldd integer. If n = k (mod 16), where 
k = 1,3,5,7,9, 11, 13, 15, then t =J (mod 16), where s = 9,11,13,15,1,3,5,7 
respectively. Let us define the following 13 sequences {fk} as in Table 4.1. Note 
that all the terms of {tf}, k = ,3,5,7,9, II, 13,l.j are congruent (mod 16) to 
5, 1,3,5,7 respecl ivr:ly . The p~‘oie jf that VI E L* will be divided into two 
parts: 
First we consider odd n, 9s n 5: I. 797 Y$ E. We make the following two 
observations: 57 = 7’ + 7 + 1 E B(8) follows f’aom the existence of a PG(2,7) and 
135 = 8= 16+ 7 E Z3(8,9, 11, 16) 21s follc ws (SK [5]): take a PG(2,16) with a Fano 
subplane and remove one point wh; :h is not in t!le Fano plane, then in the 
resulting T( 17, 1; 16) we remove two groups entireiy and truncate seven other 
groups in such a way that on each grt~~p l;jne pomt remains, these seven pointc 
forming the Fano plan,. p Now from n eorctm 4.1 am! Lemma 3.1 it foilows that 
(57, 135) E L*. For the remaining vah es of n, the proof follows either directly 
from Theorem 4.2 or from constructing n = 82s: -+ t m in Table 4.2 and applying 
Lemma 3.3 or Lemma 3.6, with k == 8, anr.l Lemma ?. 1. 
Next we consider odd II 3 1799. We note that r$ L* for any tf of the 
sequences defined in Table 4.1. Consider the kequenczs (mk}, k = 1,3,5, . , . , 15, 
where DI k = $( n - t:) are odd integers. Now we may aftply the case of Lemma 3.9 
shown in Table 4.1 to verify that each of the sequences (mf}, k = 1,3,5, . . . , 15, 
contains at least one term, say &, which is relatively prime to 210. Let 
tk = II- 8d, k = 1,3,5,. . . , 15. If nrk 3 t”, then we observe that n = 8m” -t tk a 
9tk. Since in” is relativc:ly prime to 210, then VI” E E* follows from Theorem 4.2. 
Moreover, by Theoren 2.6. there is a T(12,l; m”) which guarantees the cxis- 
tence of a T(9, 1; r?~~,. Consequently, if 0s tk s wk, we have n = 8mk + tk E 
B(8.9, ink, tk) by Lemma 3.3. Since t” S 199, Lemma 3.1 guarantees n E L* for 
all odd n 3 179 i . This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Application of 
Lemma 3.9 to {III:} 
{+73.5’,41.25,9 - (a, 
{I;} = 91, 59. 13.27, 1 1 (h) 
to:}= 173, 157, 141, lES, 109 (a) 
{a’)= 191, 14x 127,79,-17.31 (c) 
(t’} - 1 1:;. 97,15 I, 6). 49 (a, 
{1l’}= 131 115 99 87 67 I-’ 




199, 1 i?. 151, 103,71.23 (d) 
-- -._,_ -~---___ 
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n z= 8111 i- t I?: t 
_-_ -- 
65 8 1 
91 11 3 
10s 13 1 
I15 13 11 
129 16 1 
133 16 5 
id1 16 13 
14s 17 9 
147 7 11 
15 13 3 
161 19 9 
165 19 13 
1: 85 23 1 
189 23 5 
I 9s 23 11 
201 23 17 
203 23 19 
205 25 5 
Tll- 219 25 ll- 19 
225- 235 27 9- 19 
237 29 5 
241- 253 29 9- 21 
25% 261 29 23- 29 
265- 279 31 17- 31 
285 - 2:,7 32 29- 31 
3OS- 327 37 9- 31 
329 41 i 
337- 361 41 4- 33 
36s 331 43 19- 37 
385- 399 47 9- 23 
-al- 431 49 9- 59 
433- 473 53 9- 19 
481- 525 59 9- 53 
527- 565 64 1% 53 
.767- 589 67 31- 53 
391- 621 71 23- 53 
623- h3i 73 39- 53 
!,4!- (,jj” 79 9- 53 
‘,87_ 7 1; x3 23- 53 
- 
II =8m 4-t 171 t 








































89 9- 53 
89 57- 67 
97 9- 53 
101 23- 53 
107 9- 53 
1 13 9- 53 
107 103 
113 57- 67 
121 5 
113 71 
121 9- 53 
125 ?3- 53 
12s 31 
131 9- s3 
137 9- 53 
137 57- 67 
131 117 
137 71 
139 57- 67 
139 71- 7s 
139 79- 8.3 
149 9- 54 
151 39- 53 
149 71 
157 9- 53 
151 : \)3 
163 9- 53 
169 9- 53 
173 23- 53 
179 9- 53 
179 57- 67 
173 121-173 
193 1s 53 




211 79- 83 
211 X9-109 
Iln chat follows. the set E will be as defined in Theorem 4.3. It is known [4, 11:I 
that W( Al) 2 7 for ali odd n 2 9, ng E. Equivalently, we have 
There exists a T(9, 1; m) for ali odd m 2 9, w ff E. 
We are now in a position !o prove 
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oaf. From Tkorem 4.1, it is clear that {8,16,32,64) c L*. For the other 
values of n = 0 (mod 8), we show n E &* by considering the foliowing cases below: 
Case 1. n = 83, 2, odd, v 2 9, uq! E. Then, by Theorem -4.3 and Lemma 3.2, 
ML”. 
Case 2. n = 80 + 8, u odd u 2 9, u$ E. Then, by Lemma 4.4, there exists a 
T(9,l; u) from which we may obtain n = 8u +8 E B(8,9, u). Since v E L* by 
Theorem 4.3, it follows from Lemma 3. I that n E L”. 
Case 3. n = 80, v odd, v E E. We note that 120~ Z,* follows from the existence 
120) (see 1114. Corollary 3.4.2.41) and Lemma 3.1. 
n, the proof of n E L* follows from constructing 
applying Lemma 3.3, e:xrk:ept for the case of n = 280 
of a resolvable BIRD B(8, 1 
For the remaining values of 
#I = 8m+ rt as in Table 4.3 and 
where Lemma 3.6 is applied. 
Case 4. n = 8v + 8, v odd, 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
v c E. The proof of n E L* is given in Table 4.4. 
The following lemmas will be quite useful in later constructions. 
Lemma 4.6. {342,404,59G, 714} c Z*. 
oof. We may apply Lemma 3.4, with m = t = 3 1, to obtain 
342=11~31+1~B(ll,32), 
404 = 13 l 31+ 1 E B(13,32), 
590= 19.3l+kB(l9,329, 
714 = 23 l 31+ 1 E B(23,32~. 
The result follows easily from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.1. 
The Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 are essentially contained in 14,111. 
B 4.7. There exists a T’(9, 1; m) jkr akT m = 0 (mod 8), m B 56. 
If uz E (404, 412, 414, 
kere exists Q T(9, 1; na). 
502, 514,, 586, 650, 7.10, 756, 758: 766, 770, 
7721, ahen 
We now prove the followi~3g: 
. I’f n = 14 (mod lb), tlzen 12 E’ L* for all n 3 2462, with the possihk 




II = 8rn + t Ill t 
_--HP- 
i68 19 16 
264 31 16 
280 32 23 
312 37 16 
360 43 16 
408 49 16 
440 53 ?c; 
50; 61 16 
552 67 16 
t,oo 73 16 
(5 16 73 32 
hXO 83 16 
696 X3 32 
744 89 32 
76!) 91 32 
388 109 16 
‘152 117 16 
“X4 121 16 
1272 157 16 
14!)0 173 16 
1354 181 16 
23% 289 16 
2300 293 16 
2324 3Oi 16 







128 = 27 Theorem 4.1 
176= 16. 11 Theorem 4.2 
272 = 16. 17 Theorem 4.2 
288= 9.32 Theore,, 4.2 
320 = 16 - 19+ 16 Lemmas 3.3, 3.1 
368= 16.23 Theorem 4.2 
416= 13.32 Theorem 4.2 
448 = 16 - 17+ 16 Lemmas 3.3, 3.1 
512=16*32 Theorem 4.2 
560 = 8 * 67 + 24 Lemmas 3.6, 3.1 
608= 19.32 ‘fieorem 4.2 
624 = 16 . 37 + 32 Lemmas 3.3,3.1 
688= 16.43 Theorem 4.2 
704~ 11 -6-F Theorem 4.2 
752= 16.47 Theorem 4.2 
768= 8.96 Lemma 3.2 
896= 8.112 Lemma 3.2 
960= 8.120 Lemma 3.2 
992=31 -32 Theorem 4.2 
1280= 16.80 Lemma 3.2 
1408=!1- 12P Theorem 4.2 
1472=23.64 Theorem 4.2 
2336 = 32 .73 Theorem 4.2 
2368 = 37 - 64 Theorem 4.2 
2432 = 19. 128 Theorem 4.2 
261’: = 16 - 168 Lemma 3.2 
For values of n, 2462 6 tz ~2654, n f 2494,2526, and n = 3038,3054, our solu- 
tion is given in Table 5.1 of the Appendix, where n = 31 m + t and we apply 
Lemma 3.6 if t - 33 and Lemma 3.3 otherwise. WI: show that (2718,2734}~ I? 
by clbserving that 247 = 13.19 and so there is a T( 11, 1; 247). Thus we have 
2?t’;.=li,247+1EB(11,248) by Lemma 3.4 and also 2734=11*247+17~ 
B(8, 11, 17,264*) by Lemma 3.7, using the fact that 264 = 16 l i6 + 8~ 
R t 8, 16, 17) by Lemma 3.3. For values of IZ, 2766 G n s 2958, we apply Lemma 
3.7 with k = 8, 171 =320 or 328, K = (8, 9, 16 17, 19, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 32, 37, 
41}, and u and t’ as given in Table 4.5. Note that 3412 = 8 l 41+ 14. Thus 
342 E. B&9, 14*, 41) if we apply Lemm:: 3.3, or w’z have 342~ I?(& 9,22*, 41) :f 
we apply Lemma 3.6. In each case m + I.I = 3~1-2 and the proof of u + u E 
B(K U{v”)) l~ollows from Lemma 3.3 or Lerlrni 3.6. Fm~lly, we show that 
{2974,2990, :3OOfi, 3070~ c L* as follows: 
2974 = 8 - 329 295 +4:k B(8,9,47,342*) 
bY I 376 z= 8 - 47 E 
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by Lemma 13.7 with 342 E B(11,32). 
3006 = 8 l 333 + 293 + 43 E B&9,32,43,342*) 
by Lemma 3.8 with 376 =:: E; l 43 +32 E B(8,9,32,4.‘5). 
30’70 = 9 l 341. + 1 E. B(9,342) by Lemma 3.4. 
This completes the proof o<! the theorem. 
eorem 4.10. If n = 12 jrrod 16), then n E I.* for all n 1~ 3020, with the gossibk 
exception of n = 3052,3084,3 100. 
Proof. If m is odd and m ~405, then, by Lemma 3.3, n = 8m +404 E 
B(8,9,404, m) and, by Lemma 3.1, n E L* for ali n = 12: (mod 16), n 33644. EOP 
values of n, 3020 G n ~35 16, TV f 3052, 3084, 3100, 3116, 3244, 3308, 3324, 
3356, 3372, 3500, our solution is given in Table 5.1 of the Appendix, where 
n = 3 lm + t and we apply Lemma 3.6 if t = 33 and Lemma 3.3 otherwise. For 
n = 3372, 3500 and 3532 G n ~3628, our proof of (vt EL* follows from the 
information given in Table 4.6, where n = 8~2 + u + 21 a,.nd we apply Lemma 3.8 
with k = 8, .K = (8, 9, 11, 16, 17, 19,23, 25,29,31,47, @, 53) and m, u and u as 
indicated. In each case u -t- a= 404 and m -k u E B(K U {u”}) follows from either 
Lemma 3.3 or Lemma 3.6, Finally, w,~ show that {3116,3244, 
3308, 3324, 3356)~ k’* as follows: 
3 116 = 13 l 2319-k ? E B(8,9, 13, 16,29,2481’) 
by Lemma 3.7 with 248 = 8 l 29+ 16 E B(8,9,16,29) by Lemma 3.3. 









2830=8.328+ 192+ 14 
2846= 8 * 328+208+ 14 
2862 = 8 - 328 + 224 + 14 
2878 = 8 s 3211+ 240 + 14 
2894=8.328+256+14 
2910=8+328+272+14 
2926 = 8 .328 + 288 + 14 
2942=8.328+304+14 
2958 == ); .3212 + 320 -t I4 
._-_-___- b-v 
142 = 8 - 16-k 14 E B(8,9,16, 14”) by Lemma 3.3 
158 = 8 - 19+ 6~ B(8,9, 19, 14”‘) by Lemma 3.6 
238= 8. 27+22EB(8,9,27,22*) by Lemrr? 3.3 
19s = 8 - 23 -t- 6~ B(8.9,23,14*) by Lemma 3.6 
I!06 = 8 - 25 i- 6~ B(8. 9,25,14*) by Lemma 3.6 
222 = 8 . 27 -k 6~ R(S 9,27, 14”) by Lemma 3.6 
238 = 8 * 29-t- 6~B(8,9,29, 14’“) by L,em.ma 3.6 
2S4= 8.31+ 6~Bi8.9. ?I, 14”‘) by ;Zemma 3.6 
L/O= ii - 32+14~B(8.9,32,14*) by Lemma 3.3 
286 = 16 a 17 + 14 E B( 15,17,14*! by Lemma 3.3 
302= 8.37-k ~EB(& 9,37,14*l by Lemma 3.6 
318 = 16. 19+ 146 B(l6, 17. 19, 15”J by Lemma 3.3 
333 = 8. 41 i- 6~ B(SI, 9.41, 1%“) h?/ LC nma 3.6 
.,- __-- -_-- 
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Table 4.6 
__.-- - - 
II =gm+u+t‘ 111 +u 
---- _- 
3372 =8.371+351+53 424= 8 * 53~ B(Y, 53) 
35Gu=X.38~7+351+53 440 = 8 s 53 + 16~ B(8,9,16,53) by Lemma 3.3 
3532=8.391+388+16 407 = 16 - 25 + 7 E B(16, l?, 23,25) by Lemma 3.6 
3548=8*393+388+16 409 = 16 - 25 + 9E B(9,16,17,25) by Lemma 3.3 
3564=8.395+388+16 411=16~25+ll~B(ll, 16,17,25) by Lemma 3.3 
3580=8.397+396+ b 405 = 8 - 47+29~ B(S, 9.29,47) by Lemma 3.3 
3596 == 8 -399 -t 396 + 8 437 = 8 - 47+31 EB(8,9,31,47) by Lemma 3.3 
3612=~8.401+396+ 8 409 =x 8 a 43+ 17 E B(8,9, !7,49) by Lemma 3.3 
3628-g-403+396+ 8 411=: 8 - 49+ 19~ B(8,9,19,49) by Lemm- 3.3. 
-- .-- .-- 
by Lemma 3.7, using 404 == 8 l 49+ 12E B&9,12”, 49) by Lemma 3.3 and 
108 = 8 Q 13 +4EB(8,9,12*, 13) by Lemma 3.6. 
3308 = 8 - 384 + 2 16 + 23 E B&9: 27,49,4@4*) 
by Lemma 3.7 with 404 = 8 l 49 + 12~ B(8,9,20*, 49) by Lemma 3.6 and 236 = 
8 . 27 t 20~ B&9,20*. 27) by Lemma 3.3. 
3324 = 8 l 384 + 232 + 20~ B(8,9,29,49,404*) 
by Lemima 3.7 with 404 E: B&9.20”, 49) as above and 252 - 8 - 29 + 20 E 
RM 9.20*. 29) by Lemma 3.3. 
by 1 xrnma 3.7 with 404 = 8 - 47 + 28~ H(8,9, 28”. 47) by Lemma 3.3 and 348 -= 
8 - 41 + 20 E HI8, 9. 28*. 4 1) by Lemma 3.h. Tars completes t.he proof of the 
t hwrem. 
roof. If HI is even and III *7X2, thlr,n Theorem 2.7 and Emma 3.4 guarantee 
!I = Xn1 -+- 403 + 1 E B&9, III + 1,404). Thus. by Lemma 3.1 and Thawm 4.3, 
IZ C L” for all F6 = - 4 (mod 16). n 26660. For 11 E {3652, 3684. 4404, 5060, 5 108, 
F556), the praof of II E L* follows from: 
3652 == 11 l 33 1 + 11 E B(11,32,342”) 
by Lemma 3.7 with .342 = 11 - 31 f 11: R(lL32). 
3684 == 29 l 127-t 1 E B(29, I:!& by Lemma :! 4. 
4404~~ 11 l 400+4~ B(11, l$ 17,25,404”) 
4.04: 16 e 25 t4c B(l6, 17.2.,4*) bl ma 3.3. Note that 





3620;=31 l 113+101+16 
4068 =31 - 12’7+123+ 8 
4196.=31 - 132 + 127+ 8 
4452:= 31.139+ 135 + d 
4836-31.151+146+ 3 
5028=q1 l 157-t153+ 8 
305 = 8 - 13 + 1 E 8(8,9,13) by Lemma 3.3 
129=8. 16+1~B(8,9,16) by LRmma 3.3 
135 E B(8,9,11,16) by Theorem 4.3 
139=8* 16+11~B(8,9,11,16) by Emma 3.3 
147 = 8 - 17 + 11 E B(8,9,11,17) ivy Lemma 3.3 
16@= 8 * 19-t 8~ B(8,9,191 by Lemma 3.3 
16,’ = 8 l 19+ 13 E B(8,9,13,19! b!r Lemma 3.3 
_- 
400 = 16 l 25 and so there exists a T( 11,l; 400). 
5060 = 71 l 71 -t 13~ B(19,71,72) by Lemma 3.3. 
5108=71 .71+67&3(67,71,72) by Lemma 3.3. 
5556 = 13 l 423 f 57 E E(8,9,13,32,57,480*) 
by Lemma 3.7 with 480 = 8 l 56+ 31 -I- 1 E B(8,9,32,57) by Lemma 3.4. Note 
that N(423)a 15 (see [4]) and SO there is a r(l3,l; 423). 
For the other values of ~2. the proof of n E L* car be found in Tab3es 5.1,5.2 and 
5.4 of the Appendix or in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 below. In Table 4.7, n is expressed 
in the form 31 III + u + u and Lemma 3.8 can be applied with K E I.“, m + u as 
indicated and u + u E L* in each case. in Table 4.8, we have n - 8m + u + u and 
Lemma 3.‘7 can be applied with XE L”, m E {384,392,400), and u + u as 
indicated. Note that 404 = 16 l 25 +4 E B(16, 17,25,4*) by Lemma 3.3 and 404 =r 
8 l 49-b 12 gives 404~8(8,9,49,12*) by LRmma 3.3 and 404~1~(8,9,49,20:‘:) 
by Lemma 3.6. In each cake EE : v = 404. 
“I%- 4.l2, If rt = 6 (mod X6), that n E L* for al2 PP 3 3030, with the possible 
exr:egtimt of ?a -30462 3126, 3494, 3558, 3590, 3622, 3718, 3750, 3766, 3814, 
3910, 4214, 4478, 44S6, 4534, 4550, 4582, 4598, 4614. 
TahlP: 4.8 
.-. --_CI_U.-M- 
tt = 8in 6 u -R- E u + L” 
-I-II-v--- ---_-. - _I__- 
3092 =‘ 8 * 384 + 0 + 20 20 E B@, v, 49,2V) 
3268-8*384+176+20 1% =z X . 23 + 12~ B($, 9,23,20”“) by hxmna 3.6 
3300 == 8 a 384 + 208 + 20 22% II 8.27a 12~ R(8,9,27,20@3 by Emma 3.6 
3,tlA= 8.384 t 224-t-m 244 = 8 - 29+ 12~ B(8,9,29,20*1 by Lemma 3.6 
3.232=X.392+1114+12 196~ 8 - 23 + 126 B(8,9,23,12”) by Lemma 3.3 
.13~w~~8-3924200+ 12 212- $~25+12~B($,9,25, IZ*j by Lemma 3.3 
X%4=8-392+2B&+ 12 228 = 8.27+12~:8(63,Q.27, a?*) t*y ~Lxmrna 3.3 
34X=8*392 e344+12 356 e= 8 - 43 -+ 12~ 8(8,9,45, 12”) by Lemma 3.3 
356% ” 8 * 400 i 304 + 4 %8= 16 ’ 19-t3E B416, 17, 29.4”) by Lemma 3.3 
352J=N.3Eli2+376+ 12 388 = 8 a 47 i- 12 f Btil, 9.47,!2”4 by Lemma 3.3 
3572=8.lOOl+348+ 4 372= Ih.23+ $~W(16,17,23,4*) by Lemma 3.3 
a-- ---- - 
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Proof. If IYZ is odd and m 2 591, then Lemmas 3.3 and 4.4 give n = 8m + 590 E 
B (8,9, m, 590). By applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain tt E L* for all n = 6 (mud M), 
rt Z= 5318. For n E {3062,4774,4854,4870,4918,5046}, the pr-wf of n E i* fol- 
lows from: 
3062 = 11 l 275+370(8,9, 11,16,37,312”) 
by Lemma 3,7 with 3 12 = 8 l 37 t 16~ B(8,9,16,37) by 
4774=8~56~8a208+22~8(8,9,27,71,590*) 
Lemma 3.3. 
by Iemkna~ 3.7 with 5’90 = 8 . 71+ 22 E B(8,9,71,22*) by Lemma 3.3 and 230 = 
1y - 27+ 14~ 8(8,9,27,22*) by Lemma 3.6. 
4854 = 8 l 568 + 288 + 22 E B(8,9,37,71,590*) 
by Lemn;aL 3.7 with 590 = 8 l 71+ 22 +3(8,9,7 I, 22”) by kmma 3.3 and 310 = 
?I - 37+ 14~ B(8,9,37,12*) by Lemma 3.6. 
4870=8-536+528+54d(8,9,67,590*) 
by Lemma! 3.7 with 590 = 8 - 67 + 54~ 8(,8,9,67,54*l by Lemma 3.3 and 582 = 
8 9 67 + 46 E B(8,9,6?, 54*) by Lemma 3.6. 
491x= 11 -+47+1EB(11,488) by Lemma 3.4. 
5046=8- 5EI4+368+6d3(8,9,16, 17,23,73,590*) 
by Lemma 3 7 using 590 = 8 l 73 +6~ B(8,9.73,6*) by Lemma 3.3 and 374 = 
116 - 23 + 6 E B( 16. 17,23,6*) by kmrna 3.3. 
For the tether ~Jues of N, the proof of 11 E d_ * is given in Tables 5.1.5.2 and 5.4 of 
the Appendix or in ‘Fable 4.9 below, where PE is expressed in the form 31,~ + I( + ai 
and Lemma 3.8 can be applied with K E L” and m + t? 9s indicated. 
Theorem 4.33. If n = 2 (mod 16 1, then n E 1," for 011 M 2 4642, with the possible 
exception of n = 4674, 4850, 4866, 4882, 4930, 4962, 4978, 5074, 5122, 5138, 
54158, 5474, 5522, 5538, 5554, 5570. 
-_____-_-____I___ 
II zz 3 1 tn t u + [ m + t 
- --- ---_- II_- 
3110=31~9:‘+9s+8 105=8 13+ l~B(8,9,13) by Lemma 3.3 
3238 = 31 * 101 + ‘39+8 109 = 8 13 + 5 E B/8,9,13) by Lemma 3.6 
3302=31 ’ 103-t lOO+9 112=8- 13+ 8~R(8,9,13~ by Lemna 3.3 
3430=31 - 107+ 105 t8 115=8- 13+11~;3(8.9,11,13) by Lemma 3.3 
4006=31 - ‘25tl23+8 133 = 8 * 16+ 5 E B&9, IfI, 16) by Lemma 3.6 
4198 == 31 . 131+ 129+8 139=80 16+11~B(8,9,11,16) by Lemma 3.3 
4454-31 - 139t 137+8 147=8 17-t11~8(8,9,11,17) by Lemma J.? 
5030=31 . 15?+ lSS+8 145 -X 191136 B(8.9.13, 19) by Lemma ;.3 
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Prmf. If yat is, odd and m * 7 15, then Lemmas 3.3 and 4,4 can be applied to give 
n = 8m + 714.~ B(8, $I9 m, 'X14). Thus, by Lqpma 3-6, it follc~s &at. II,E L” for all 
n = 2 (mod 16), n 3 6434. For n E {4658, 4~34,5026,5042,5ds8,5362,5426), 
the proof of n E L 
4658== 11~421+27~B(ll, l&17,27,448”) 
by Lemma 3.7 with 448 = 16 l 27+ 16~ B(16,17,27) by Lemma 3.3, 
48341=32 l 151+1~+9~B(8,9,19,31,32,153*) 
by Lemma 3.8 with 160 = 8 l 19+ 8 E B(8,9,19) by Lemm:a 3.3. 
5026=8-616+98EB(8,9,11,714*) 
by Lemma 3.7 using 98 = 8 - 11 + 10~ B(8,9,1!, lo*) by ‘Lemma 3.3 and hence 
714=8*88+10~B(8,9,11,98*) by Lemma 3.7. 
5042==71~71+1~8(7~,72) by ‘timma 3.3. 
5058=71 .7l-t17~B(17.71,72) by Lemma 3.3. 
5362 = 8 l 664 -+ 50 E B&9,83,7 14*) 
by Lemma 3.7 using 714 == 8 l 83 + 50~ B(8,9,83, SO*) by Lemma 3.3. 
5426-31 l 169+164+23~,?3(8,9,23,31,32,187*) 
by Lemma 3.8 with 192 = g t 23 + 8~ B(8,9,23) by Lemlma 3.3. 
For the other values of n, the proof lof n E L* is contained in Tables 5.1 and 5.4 of 
the Appendix. 
ntreSremr 4.14. rf n = 10 (mod 161, ~lwr2 n E L* for all n %146X), with the possible 
exception of n = 4842, 4558, 4874, 4906, 4922, 4954, 4986, 5034, 5130, 5 146, 
5450, 5482. 5546, 5594, 6810. 
Fpod, If m is evw ati; tn 2 782, then Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 3.4 guarantee 
n = 8m +713+ 1 E B(8,9, m + 1,714). Thus, by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.3, it 
follows that nEL* for a.11 n = 10 (mod 16J n 2 6970. For ntr 
{SOSO, 5098,5418,6826), the proof of n E L* follows from the following con- 
structions: 
SOS0 = 71 b 71 +9~ B(9, 71,72) by Le,r,ama 3.3. 
5098=71~71+57~~~57,71,72) by Lemma 3.3. 
S418=31- 163+156+23~B(8,9,23,31,32,179*) 
by Lemma 3.8 with ~92 = 8 l 23 -t-S E B(8,9,23) by Lemma 3.3. 
68X-- II l 683+53 (:$ 9, 11 ‘r x$83,696*) 
132 F.E. Bennett 
by Lemma 3.7 with 696 = 8 l 83 +32 E B(8,9,32,83) by Lemma 3.3. 
For thte other values of n, the proof of n E L* is contained in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 
5.4 of the Appendix. 
If we combine the results of Theorems 4.3, 4.5, 4.9-4.14, then we obtain the 
main result: 
Tkorean 4.15. L'" contains ali integers n > 5594, with the posdde exception of 
n = 6810. 
5. Appendix 
In Table 5.1 we list inten als of integers of the form n = 3 1 m + t. If t = 33 we 






































9- 13 2652-2656 
17- :9 2768-2772 
23- 33 2776-2778 
37 2 ! 82-2792 
4’- 43 2796 
4 I-- 19 2800-2802 
53 2806-2808 
57- 61 2812 
65- 67 2816-2818 
71- 73 2824-2826 
13 2830-2832 
17- 19 2838-2842 
23- 33 3016-3020 
37 3024-3026 
41- 43 3030-3040 
47- 49 3044 
53 3048-3050 
57- 61 3054-3056 
1 3060 
65- 67 3064-3068 
9- 13 3072-X074 
17- 19 307% 5080 
23- 33 3086-‘t090 
37 30963098 
41- 43 3132 
47- 49 3140-3142 
53 3148-3150 
57- 61 3154-3164 
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Table 5.1 icontd.) 
PI___ 
n=31m+t m ! 
. .- 
3178-3180 101 47- 49 3760-3764 
3188-3192 101 57- 61 376893770 
3194 103 1 377&37&s 
31963198 101. 65- 67 3788 
3202-3206 183 9- 13 379%37!!M 
3210-3212 103 17- 19 3798-3fzOo 
3214 101 83 3804 
32163226 103 23- 33 3KM-3812 
3228-3232 101 97-101 38163818 
3234-3236 103 41- 43 3822-3824 
3240-3242 103 4% 49 3830-3834 
3250-3254 103 57- 61 3840-3842 
3258-3260 103 65- 67 3848-3860 
3264-3266 103 71- 73 3864-3868 
3272-3276 103 79- 83 3876 
3282-3284 103 89- 91 38843888 
329&3296 103 97-103 3892-3894 
3318 107 1 ?1898-39’08 
33263330 107 9- 13 39163918 
3334-3336 107 i7- 19 3922-3924 
3340-3350 107 23- 33 3932-39.16 
3354 107 37 3938 
3358-3360 107 Ql- 43 3940-3942 
3364-3366 107 47- 49 3946-3950 
3370 107 53 3954-3958 
3374-3378 107 57- 61 39ts3970 
3380 109 1 3972-3984 
3382-3384 107 65- 67 3986 
3388-3392 109 9- 13 3988-3992 
33963400 107 79- 83 3994-3998 
3402-3412 109 23- 33 4002-4004 
3414-3424 107 97-107 4008+10 
3426-3428 109 47- 49 4016-4020 
3436-3440 109 57- 61 4026-4028 
3444-3446 109 65- 67 40344046 
3450-3452 109 71- 73 4050-&5 fl 
3458-3462 109 79- 83 4058 
3468-3470 109 89- 91 4062-4064 
3476-3488 109 97-109 4070-4074 
3512-3516 113 e 13 4078-4080 
3520-3522 113 17- 19 4084-4094 
3526-3536 113 23- 33 4098 
3540 113 37 4102-4104 
3544-3546 113 41- 43 4108-4110 
3550-3552 113 47- 49 4114 
3556 113 53 4118-4122 
3560-3564 113 57- 61 4126-4128 
3568-3570 113 65- 67 4132-4134 
3574-3576 113 ll- 73 4140-4144 
3582-3584 113 79- 83 415~0-4152 
3592-3594 113 89- 91 4158-4170 
3600-3612 113 97-109 4174-4178 











































































































Table 5.I (contti.) 
_-_-- 









































































































121 4938-4940 157 71- 73 
125-13 1 4946-4950 157 79- 83 
9- 13 4956-4958 157 1?9- 91 
17- 19 4964-4976 157 97-109 
23-- 33 a4980-4984 155 113-117 
41- 43 498s 157 121 
47- 49 4q92- -5024 157 125-157 
57- 61 5054 163 1 
1 5062-5066 163 9- 13 
65- 67 5070-5072 163 17- 19 
9- 13 5076-5086 I.63 23- 33 
79- 83 509!! 163 37 
23- 33 5094-5096 163 41- 43 
97-109 :. 100-S 102 163 47- 49 
49 5106 163 53 
113-117 5110-5114 163 57- 61 
57- 61 5118-5120 163 65- 6? 
125-137 5 124-5 126 163 71- 73 
79- 83 5 132-5 136 163 79- 83 
97-109 5142-5144 163 89- 91 
113-117 5150-5162 163 97-109 
125-139 5 166-5 170 163 113-117 
1 5174 163 121 
9- 13 5 178-5210 163 125-157 
17- 19 53 10-5334 167 133-157 
23- 33 5336-5348 169 97-109 
41- 43 5352-5356 169 113-117 
47- 49 5364-5396 169 125-157 
57- 61 5400-5408 169 161-169 
1 5410-5412 173 47- 49 
65- 67 5420-5424 173 57- 61 
9- 13 5428-5430 173 65- 67 
79- 83 5434-5436 173 71- 73 
23- 33 5442-5446 173 79- 83 
97-109 5452-5454 173 89- 91 
49 5460-5472 173 97- 1.09 
113-117 5476- 5480 173 113-117 
57- 61 5484 173 121 
125-149 5488-5520 173 125-157 
89- 91 5524-5536 173 161- 173 
97-l 09 5550 179 1 
113-117 5558-5562 179 9- 13 
121 5 566-5568 179 17- 19 
125-15 1 5572-5582 179 23- 33 
1 5586 179 37 
!J- 13 5590-5592 179 41- *93 
17- 19 5596-5598 179 47.. 49 
23- 33 5602 173 53 
41- 43 sG%-5610 179 57- 61 
47- 49 5614-5616 179 6.“- 67 
57- 61 S6%-5622 179 7A- 73 
65- 67 5736-5768 181 7.25-157 
F.E. Bcnnen 
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n =3im+t m t 
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199 9- 13 
199 17- 19 
199 23- 33 
199 41- 43 
199 47- 49 
n =31m+ m t 
.- 
6226-6230 199 57- 61 
6234&N 199 65- 67 
6240-624:!, 199 71- 73 
6248-6Z5:‘: 199 79- 83 
6258-6260 199 89- 91 
6266-6278 199 97-109 
6282-6286 199 113-117 
6290 199 121 
6294-6326 199 125-157 
6330-6342 199 161-173 
6550-6554 211 9- 13 
6564-6574 211 23- 33 
670667 14 211 165-173 
6726-6750 211 185-209 
n=8m+t m t n=8m+t m f 
3094 344 342 
3270 367 334 
3286 368 342 
3510 397 334 
3542 400 342 
3636 404 404 
3638 412 342 
3654 4A4 342 
3668 408 404 
3670 416 342 
3686 419 334 
3700 41? 404 
3702 421 334 
3716 414 404 
3732 416 404 
3734 424 342 
3748 419 396 
3794 424 404 
3844 431 396 
3846 439 334 
3862 440 342 
3878 443 334 
3926 448 342 
4022 461 334 
4100 463 396 
4116 464 404 
4180 472 404 
4228 479 3% 
4230 487 334 
424-a 480 404 
4246 488 342 
4262 491 334 
4292 487 395 
4324 491 396 
4420 502 404 
4468 509 396 
4500 512 404 
4502 520 342 
4516 514 404 
4518 523 334 
4564 520 404 
4566 528 342 
4580 523 396 
4838 563 334 
4852 557 396 
4902 571 334 
5076 584 404 
5092 586 404 
5 140 592 404 
5540 643 396 
5588 648 404 
5604 650 404 
5908 688 404 
6244 730 404 
6292 736 404 
6548 76B 404 
6762 756 714 
6778 758 714 
6794 760 714 
6842 766 714 
68f’;$ 768 ?14 
68’74 770 714 
6890 772 714 
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In Table 5.2 we list integers of the form y1= 8m f t. If m is prime we apply 
Lemma 3.6 to obtain n E B(8,9, m, (8+ t)“). If m is even we apply Lemmas 4.7, 
4.8 and 3.4 to obtain n = 8m + (t - 1) + 1 E B&9, m + 1, t). In each case Lemmas 
3.1 and 4.6 guarantee y1 E Z*. 
Table 5.4 lists intervals of integers of the form n = km + u -t o, where k E 
{71,79) and m E {73,79,81,83,89,97}. For 17 s u + 11 s 1163, we select u and u 
as defined in Table 5.3. We then apply Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5 to obtain IZ E L”. 
Table 5.3 
.--_ 
II -I- u A u u+u u u u+u u u 
_-- 
17 17 0 67 67 0 
19 19 0 69 61 8 
21 13 8 ?l 71 0 
23 23 0 73 73 0 
25 25 0 75 67 8 
27 27 0 77 61 16 
29 29 0 79 71 8 
31 31 0 81 49 32 
33 25 8 83 67 16 
35 27 8 85 53 32 
37 37 0 87 71 16 
39 31 8 89 57 32 
41 41 0 91 59 32 
43 43 0 93 61 32 
45 37 8 95 64 31 
47 47 0 97 72 25 
49 -49 0 99 72 27 
51 + *! 3 8 101 72 29 
53 53 0 103 72 31 
55 47 8 105 73 32 
57 49 8 107 64 43 
59 59 0 109 72 37 
61 62 0 111 64 47 
63 47 16 113 64 49 
65 49 16 115 72 43 
?17 64 53 
119 72 47 
121 ‘“, 49 
123 64 59 
125 64 61 
127 80 47 
129 72 57 
131 67 64 
133 72 61 
135 71 64 
137 73 64 
139 72 67 
141 80 61 
143 72 71 
145 73 72 
147 SO 67 
149 88 61 
151 SO 71 
153 SO 73 
155 83 72 
157 96 61 
159 80 7(: 
161 89 72 
163 91 72 
Table 5.4 
n=kmi-w+L: k m lA+tJ 
5200-5308 71 73 17-125 
5618-5622 71 79 9-13 
5626-5734 71 l!J 17- 125 
5746 71 ;I, 137 
5768-5898 71 81 17-147 
5902-5906 71 83 9-13 
59 IO-6040 71 83 17-147 
6336-6474 71 S9 17-155 
6416-6546 79 81 17-147 
6574-6704 79 S3 17-147 
6904-7050 71 97 17-163 
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